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Abstrat
There have been several proposals of geo-engineering shemes whih in eet redue the
insolation in order to mitigate global warming eets aused due to a rise in the green-
house gases like CO
2
. Although suh attempts are made to mitigate global averaged
temperature, yet the regional eets of suh an implementation is of onern, beause
it in the ontinental areas of the lower latitudes that most of the population of the
world thrives.
The Community Atmospheri Model-Version 3 (CAM3) with a slab oean ompo-
nent (SOM) has been employed to simulate the impat of inreasing CO
2
and solar
onstant. It is shown that due to global warming, on average, there is more surfae li-
mate response in ontinental regions when ompared to the marine areas. An attempt
is made to investigate the ause for this land- oean ontrast and possible feedbaks
whih maintains the ontrast. The mehanism responsible for the dierene as found
out in this model study is the dierential inrease in high loud fration : there is more
inrease in high louds over land than over oeans. We also disuss other mehanisms
ontributing to this dierential response between land and oeans.
This study also highlights the dierenes between the two types of foring and the
impat of inreasing CO
2
onentration and reduing the solar onstant to simulate
a mitigated world. We nd that although the global hange in the temperature is
mitigated to a large extent, yet there are large residual hanges in the higher latitudes.
There is also a re-distribution of preipitation in the tropis whih indiates a possible
hange in the irulation. As preipitation hange in the tropis and temperature
hange in the higher latitudes an have onsequenes, we reommend that the regional
impat of geo-engineering shemes must be examined in greater detail.
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